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1 Introduction 

The German Association of Energy and Water Industries (BDEW) represents 1,800 members 

of the electricity, gas and water industry. In the energy sector, we represent companies active 

in generation, trading, transmission, distribution and retail. 

BDEW welcomes the opportunity to comment on the European Commission’s consultation 

document on the regulation of indices, which might be followed by a possible framework for 

the regulation of the production and use of indices serving as benchmarks in financial and 

other contracts. BDEW appreciates the work, which was done by the EU Commission and 

answers the consultation from the view of our member companies as users of indices.  

BDEW has structured his answer as follows. First, we present our main points on the need for 

a possible regulation of indices, followed by a more detailed view on the chapters of the 

Commissions consultation paper. 

2 Main Points 

BDEW is convinced that any regulation of indices should be based on the following principles 

in order to allow efficiency: 

 Calculation and data sourcing procedure of indices should be transparent 

Already today, well established indices, like price indexes of exchanges, publish un-

derlying data and the formula to calculate the index values are transparent. Indices 

which are based on liquid market results are reliable and the calculation results are 

easy to prove by market participants. This is the key to avoid manipulation of indices. 

Hence, providers of indices should improve transparency efforts of index calculation 

methods of data sourcing and underlying data. 

 The use of indices should not be limited by regulation 

Market participants should be free to use any index as an underlying for their trading 

activities. BDEW is convinced that market participants know best, which index is effi-

cient and fits best for their needs. Any limitation on the use of indexes would create 

an artificial burden, which hinders trading activities and market development. It is the 

decision of market participants to accept contracts, which are based on indices. 

 Public and private entities should be allowed to publish indices 

BDEW does not see that either public or private bodies can provide more useful or 

more reliable indices. Again, market participants are free to decide which indices to 

use. BDEW does not see that public entities are more reliable in index calculation. 

Any approval of indices by an authority would create either unnecessary extra cost or 

an unnecessary delay before indices can be used. However this can be important in a 

quickly changing market environment. 

 Market manipulation is already prohibited by MAD in financial sector and by REMIT in 

the energy wholesale market  
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Concerning the initial goal of European Commission to avoid manipulation and to in-

crease the integrity of indices, BDEW does not believe that it is necessary to imple-

ment additional obligations for data reporting entities. Fundamental and trading data 

is already monitored by national or European regulators and market abuse is prohi-

bited by MAD and by REMIT in the energy wholesale markets. So adequate instru-

ments already exist, which allow detailed monitoring of market participants and the 

reporting of index relevant data. 

 

Recommendation 

BDEW recommends that any new regulation on indices should focus on transparency issues 

on the calculation, method of data sourcing and underlying data itself.  

BDEW does not see the need to further regulate the creation, usage or reference of indices. 

 

3 Detailed Answers 

3.1 BDEW on Indices and Benchmarks 

Indices in the commodity sector allow an easy overview on market development and a ben-

chmarking versus own strategies and behavior. Indices are summarized information of a mar-

ket or market segment and allow quick and easy decisions. There is a wide, nearly unlimited 

number of national, European and international indices in the commodity sector, which are 

used for different functions, like transparency purposes, benchmarking and as a underlying 

for trading activities.  

Indices are important tools for traders which help to increase market liquidity and contribute to 

the development of markets and to overall social welfare. 

Also indices which are not directly related to the daily business of the energy and commodity 

sector are of high importance for the energy industry. These are typically indices of the finan-

cial sector used as underlying of contracts for financing of large scale projects like generation 

units and grid infrastructure. Hence, the reliability of these indices is also essential for our 

member companies. 

Indices based on liquid market results are well established, accepted and highly relia-

ble 

The most important price indices, which are used in the energy sector for trading activities, 

are based on liquid market results (e.g. fundamental supply and demand) and are based on 

market results at the exchanges. The calculation process is transparent and accepted and 

can be easily reproduced by market parties. For example the price index “Phelix Base” of the 

European Energy Exchange is the average of 24 hourly auction prices. As all 24 hourly prices 

are transparent the index can be easily checked by market parties. Indices which are based 
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on results of liquid markets and a high number of market participants enjoy the confidence of 

market players.  

However, other indices, which are not based on trading results of exchanges, are used in the 

energy sector. Those indices exist for markets like hard coal, fuel oil, but also indices from 

other sectors are used like weather indices, different indices for freight costs, or indices which 

represent the actual or future development of GDP. However, these indices are important as 

they allow market participants to develop new products, which increase liquidity in market 

segments and contribute to market development. The acceptance of these indices is based 

mainly on the reputation of the issuing body and by the good experience of market partici-

pant. 

 

3.2 Calculation of Benchmarks: Governance and Transparency 

BDEW believes in at least the following key prerequisites to establish accepted indices: 

 Indices must be calculated/ determined by a qualified reliable party 

 Transparency in calculation processes and the underlying data, including traceability 

of the data, is vital to generate a reliable index 

 Additional market data needed (number of data providers, market share of data pro-

viders on total market) 

 Data providers should be covered by the market abuse directive (MAD), Regulation 

on wholesale energy market integrity and transparency (REMIT) or any other legisla-

tion, which prohibits market manipulation 

BDEW believes that the key for reliable indices and benchmarks are the transparent design 

with a traceable calculation process. BDEW is convinced that, if transparency is well estab-

lished, no additional regulation on indices is necessary. Regulation should focus on the trans-

parency issues of indices and should be adequate to the relevance of the market which it 

represents.   

BDEW does not believe that it is necessary to implement additional obligations for data re-

porting entities. Fundamental and trading data is already monitored by national or European 

regulators and market abuse is prohibited by MAD and by REMIT in the energy wholesale 

markets. Adequate instruments exist, which allow detailed monitoring of market participants 

and the reporting of index relevant data. BDEW is convinced that the necessary measures 

are already implemented to avoid market abuse and that no further measures are needed. 

 

3.3 The purpose and use of benchmarks 

BDEW is convinced that the use of indices as benchmarks should not be restricted. It is the 

freedom of market parties to use indices, where they believe it is useful. BDEW believes that 

the information, how indices work is common knowledge among professional market partici-

pants. Hence, BDEW believes that transactions and contracts based on indices between pro-
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fessional market parties should have different obligations than between professional and pri-

vate parties.  

 

3.4 Provision of Benchmarks by private or public bodies 

BDEW believes that indices, even issued by a private entity, which are already public, are 

considered as a public good. Hence, all market parties should be free to use the index for the 

implementation in trading contracts, hedging instruments or whatever other purpose they 

might find useful. BDEW does not necessarily see that either public or private bodies can 

provide more useful or more reliable indices. Public bodies might have a clearer governance 

structure; however private bodies might be quicker in the creation and development of indices 

based on market participants needs. Any regulation which would implement an approval of 

indices by a competent authority would create unnecessary extra costs and delays for the use 

of indices.  

 

3.5 Impact of potential regulation:  

Additional transparency obligation can easily be implemented by publishing the index formula 

and data sourcing method. This regulation would focus on index providers. Hence, the impact 

on the economic activities of the index user would be minimized. 

Changes of the calculation method or data base of an index are a common procedure, which 

happens from time to time, when the index is composed of different data sources. BDEW 

believes that it is necessary that any change to the calculation method or underlying data 

amount should be made public to all market participants in sufficient time before a change is 

implemented. This allows market participants to adjust their contracts accordingly.  
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